Food Fair planning time here

Panola Hospital Board increases room rates

$846,998 total

Tatum to get federal grant

Panola considering alternatives for troublesome juveniles

Sospe plans cutback of office hours

Director of Beckville band resigns

This Week

Dr. Bynum dedication speaker

Gary gas bills are increased
Nursing home in black financially

The past four months have been financially devastating to the blame for the continuing financial slide at the nursing home operates by the Covenant Health System as a result of lower occupancy, decreased reimbursements and rising operating expenses.

Covenant officials are expected to present a comprehensive financial reconciliation for the facility, which they say will show the extent of the financial challenge the center faces.

"We are not alone in this," said Covenant CEO Dr. Jose Leyendecker. "It's a common story for many healthcare providers, and we are working to address the issues that have contributed to our financial challenges."

Gary school board taking hard look at tax values

The Gary school board plans to hold a public hearing in the next few weeks to discuss revaluations of properties within the district's tax base.

The board has been concerned with the fact that some properties in the district have been undervalued, which could result in lower-than-expected tax revenues for the school district.

Bealls plans opening of new store

Bealls department store plans to open a new location in Carthage, according to a statement released by the company.

The store is scheduled to open in the coming months, and will feature the same selection of clothing, home goods, and other items that Bealls is known for.

East Texas Water Purification Company introduces THE ANSWER TO CLEANER, SAFER WATER THROUGHOUT YOUR HOME!

The East Texas Water Purification Company has introduced a new product that promises to provide cleaner, safer water for homes throughout the region.

The company says its product removes harmful contaminants from the water supply, ensuring that residents can enjoy high-quality water for all their needs.

1,111 Reasons Why A Glamour Pool

Glamour Pools offers a wide range of pool options to meet the needs of customers in the region.

The company's pools are designed to be energy-efficient and environmentally friendly, and are available in a variety of sizes and styles.

Keep Carthage Clean

Our invitation to you...
The simple snacks are sometimes best

Marshall Douglas

I suggest that the next time everyone goes out for a snack, they should try the simple snacks. I recently went to a convenience store and bought a bag of chips and a can of soda. It was a quick and easy meal. I also had a piece of fruit and a glass of water. It was a healthy and filling meal. I think that people should try to eat more simple snacks in the future. It will help them to stay healthy and save money.
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The best game I ever saw was . . .

By RICHARD CORRAN

Some of the most glorious moments in Texas Tech football history have been etched forever in the memories of fans and players alike. One of the most memorable games in Texas Tech history was a 13-13 tie against Oklahoma in 1988.

The game was played on a rainy day in Lubbock, and both teams were evenly matched. Oklahoma went ahead early, but Texas Tech battled back to tie the game in the fourth quarter. The teams exchanged field goals, keeping the game scoreless.

The most exciting moment came in overtime when Texas Tech's John Williams scored a touchdown on a fake field goal attempt to give the Red Raiders a 13-13 tie. The game was stopped due to rain, and it was eventually declared a draw.

Despite the tie, the game is remembered as one of the greatest in Texas Tech history. The Red Raiders were not favored to win, but they battled back to tie the game and then force overtime, which is not a common occurrence in college football.

The game was a testament to the resilience and determination of the Texas Tech football team, and it is a moment that fans will never forget.
Western Week to get underway Saturday

Carthage restricts water use

City fears sewer grant lost

Public hearing on drilling zoning is Friday